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"My past came with sharp teeth, and I didn't enjoy letting it bite me."Gideon Black has just returned

from a grueling visit to the Fae realm with a stronger grip on his abilities, both as a half-Fae and the

DeathSpeaker. But none of that prepared him to be kidnapped and dragged into a fight against a

god.When the Duchenes' master, an ancient and powerful Other who's taken the name of the

voodoo god Papa Legba, summons the family for attempting to defy him, Denei Duchene invokes a

promise Gideon made long before he knew that promises could kill the Fae. Now he must travel to

New Orleans with the secretive siblings and free them from their bonds -- or die trying.But Legba

isn't the only danger lurking in the Louisiana swamps. Milus Dei, the cult dedicated to wiping out the

Others, has been recruiting a new breed of hunter. The most dangerous, lethal poachers they can

find, heavily financed and retrained to target and capture all types of non-humans.And the group

currently hunting the bayou is all too familiar to Gideon.
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This is a fabulous series, and I have devoured it. The latest book is very well written and the

characters are completely developed. I actually was very saddened at one or two places. I am not,

however, going to say more and spoil the story. I love this, and she just keeps getting better with

each book!

Yay a new Deathspeaker book. The Return of the Hunters is a fantastic new entry into this

wonderful world that Sonya Bateman has invited us to share. The action starts early and doesn't

relent. Character development continues as does knowledge of some of the gang. The Return of old

foes, battling an ancient evil. Gideon learns more about what being powerful means. There is

something for everyone. And maybe best of all, things are left lined up for more marvelous books

yet to come. Read this series. Of you are a fan of urban fantasy, you surely will not be disappointed.

And Return of the Hunters, volume 4 is absolutely fantastic. I only have it 5 stars because they don't

go any higher.

She did it AGAIN!!!!!!!!!!!If you haven't delved into the DeathSpeaker's Codex yet, start with book

one, NOW! Do not hesitate even for one moment, and you'll find yourself immersed - from page one

- into one of the most unique worlds and characters in Urban Fantasy today!I'm not going to get into

the plots, you have the summary's for that, but suffice to say, this is hands down, one of my top

three favorite authors and relatively new series going! Her writing will NOT disappoint!

I was hooked by the cover of the first book, Wrong Side of Hell, and I haven't looked back since.

This is a great series and I loved this installment which takes Gideon Black on a trip that comes face

to face with the dark face of Voodoo which has some of his housemates bound to the Strong

Voodoo spirit. Ms. Bateman's tight writing style takes me quickly from one page to another on

Gideon's adventures, and this time, I was worried if he wouldn't be able to get out from this latest

adventure. She knows how to spin a great story of intrigue and twist and unexpected turns, so at the

end, you are wiping your brow with all she has put the reader through. And I liked it so much, I went

on that ride again.

So I'm detoxing from medication my psychiatrist put me on and these DeathSpeaker books have

pulled me through the most brutal parts. So the books have gotten me out of my own head and into

a world that is both mine and not mine at the same time. Gideon Black is a hero I love because he

isn't perfect. He is broken just like all of us. His scars are both physical and emotional but that's



what allows him not to be sucked totally into the world of the Fae or totally be a DeathSpeaker. He

is still so human and his friends and true family are where his loyalties lie. Never could figure out

what the Duchens were but freaky that they had centipedes in their back attached to their brains

apart of their souls. Glad Gideon made it through thar stuff and learned even more about being a

DeathSpeaker like how to rip souls out of the living. A very fantastical world and very modern. A

book of fantasy and realities combined.

As always with the DeathSpeaker series this was a quick read (less than 2 hours), it unrolled nicely

and without any issues. I wish the stories were a bit longer since some of the scenes suffer from

being glossed over far too quickly, resulting in a shallow story changing device (almost as if the

author wrote himself into a corner and just said "oh well lets just do this...")But all in all it was a very

decent interlude, just far too brief

I like these books because they are a quick easy area. I like the hero and the fact that he is learning

and growing with each book but I do have few things that puzzle me. First off, what happened to the

coroner, they were supposed to go out then she just disappeared, please explain. And why don't

they use Google and do research when going up against their enemies? What's the rush? And

hasn't he realized the Milius dei are every where? Other than that I liked it.

Another terrific book from Bateman . Once again our hero, the death speaker, finds himself

exploring the fascinating and deep world where magic monsters and fairy coexist . This time he

helps the scary Louisiana clan deal with the ultimate New Orleans monster . One of the great things

about Bateman's books, is that all of the character is complex and imperfect , he still knows he has

a lot to learn and he wants to do the right thing . I really enjoy the series, and I'm huge fan of Jim

Butcher and Ilona Andrews.
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